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Abstract:  Videogame players commonly report reaching deeply ‘immersive’ states of consciousness, in some cases growing to feel like they actually are their characters and really in the game, with such fantastic characters and places potentially only loosely connected to offline selves and realities. In the current investigation, we use interview and survey data to examine the effects of such ‘dissociative’ experiences on players of the popular online videogame, World of Warcraft (WoW). Of particular interest are ways in which WoW players’ emotional identification with in-game second selves can lead either to better mental well-being, through relaxation and satisfying positive stress, or, alternatively, to risky addiction-like experiences. Combining universalizing and context-dependent perspectives, we suggest that WoW and similar games can be thought of as new ‘technologies of absorption’—contemporary practices that can induce dissociative states in which players attribute dimensions of self and experience to in-game characters, with potential psychological benefit or harm. We present our research as an empirically grounded exploration of the mental health benefits and risks associated with dissociation in common everyday contexts. We believe studies such as ours may enrich existing theories of the health dynamics of dissociation, relying as they often do on data drawn either from Western clinical contexts involving pathological disintegrated personality disorders or non-Western ethnographic contexts involving spiritual trance.








	Players of online videogames commonly report reaching deeply immersive states of consciousness, losing themselves in computer-generated fantasy landscapes and attributing dimensions of self and experience to in-game characters (Bartle 2003; Yee 2006, 2007). Such gaming experiences have been linked to both positive and negative health outcomes. For example, in losing themselves in the absorptive tasks and adventures provided by online games, some players find stress relief by temporarily escaping into virtual ‘sandboxes’ and ‘tree-houses’ (Jenkins 2000; Williams et al. 2006); others reach deeply pleasurable and potentially therapeutic peak ‘flow’ states of consciousness (Csikszentmihalyi 2008 [1991]; Wan and Chiou 2006). However, some players lose control of the amount and intensity of their game-play. Too deeply immersed in alternative virtual worlds, they compromise offline lives, gaming ‘problematically’ and thus becoming ‘addicted’ to their play (Caplan et al. 2009; Charlton and Danforth 2007; Chou and Ting 2003; Seay and Kraut 2007; Yee 2006, 2007). In these cases, virtual world play becomes a source of, rather than a relief from, stress and distress—a form of ‘toxic immersion,’ in one scholar’s phrasing (Castronova 2005, 2007).
Details such as these related to what games studies and communications scholars have called ‘immersion’ led us to consider that the experience of play in virtual game-worlds like World of Warcraft (WoW), the focus of the present study, might usefully be conceptualized as a new technological means for promoting so-called ‘dissociation,’ in which dimensions of self and experience become separated from the overall flow of consciousness and awareness (for such understandings of dissociation, see Krippner 1997 and Lynn 2005). That is, theorizing gamers’ experiences of immersion through the anthropological dissociation literature in particular, we thought that certain WoW players might concentrate so fully on the reality of this game’s fantasy landscapes, referred to as ‘Azeroth,’ as to divert attention from tracking events in their ordinary offline lives.​[1]​ These players could thus be thought to ‘dissociate’ into both their characters as well as the virtual spaces surrounding those characters, thus coming to importantly identify with virtual ‘second selves,’ who inhabited lands that could feel as real as offline places. In some cases, players might grow to feel at certain moments like they actually were their characters and really in the game, with such fantastic characters and places potentially only loosely connected to offline selves and realities. In addition, given the documented dual positive and negative character of immersion, we thought that such a projection of self and experience into WoW characters and spaces, given the way these fantasy projections remain somewhat separated or ‘dissociated’ from more ordinary offline consciousness and awareness, might be centrally tied to the therapeutics of WoW and similar games, alternately benefitting or disrupting the emotional experience and functioning of players in their ‘real world’ lives.
Following recent anthropological and psychological investigations of the therapeutic or pathological dimensions of dissociation (e.g., Luhrmann 2005; Luhrmann, Nusbaum, and Thisted 2009; Lynn 2005; Seligman and Kirmayer 2008), we thus hypothesized that WoW immersion, by allowing players to imaginatively occupy a second fantasy life, somewhat separate from more ordinary life in the offline or ‘real’ world, would be linked to both positive and negative emotional outcomes. And the positive or negative character of these outcomes, we further hypothesized based on recent theories of dissociation, would depend on the way the game allowed players to manage stress in their lives or, by contrast, compromised their ability to manage such stress. A major feature of the current study, then, is to test hypotheses related to the health dynamics of WoW dissociation, in an attempt to better understand how fantasy play in this world, depending on the particular stress and relaxation pathways involved, can lead to very different mental health outcomes. In this article, we report results from the qualitative interviews and survey methods we used to test our hypotheses and explore these ideas.
We present our research as an empirically grounded exploration of the mental health benefits and risks associated with commonly experienced and thus ‘normal’ dissociation in an everyday, naturalistic setting (on such forms of dissociation, see Butler 2006).​[2]​ WoW immersive experiences, often featuring only mildly altered states of consciousness, are typically judged to be both normal and desirable by players of this game. Indeed, separating from offline selves and realities, generally expected to accompany WoW play, signal to players that they are enjoying the game and that their play is fun. Of interest to researchers such as ourselves, immersive experiences characteristic of WoW occur in common and readily accessible everyday contexts, thus providing opportunities to collect psychometric evidence at a sufficient level of detail that might allow for precise analyses of the way such experiences either improve, or, by contrast, detract from, mental well-being. Beyond whatever intrinsic interest WoW play provides as an instance of a widespread cultural practice, we thus believe it also offers a particularly useful context in which to better understand the therapeutic dynamics of dissociative experiences as a psychocultural phenomenon.
Overall, we hope that research such as that featured in this article might enrich current scholarly approaches to the analysis of health processes potentially characteristic of dissociation. A recent review by Seligman and Kirmayer (2008) reveals how evidence regarding the functional or dysfunctional character of dissociation is typically drawn from Western clinical and non-Western ethnographic contexts involving, for example, pathological disintegrated personality disorders, or religious ‘trance’ states related to spiritual possessions and shamanic ‘magical flights.’ Our research, unfolding as it does in a very different cultural setting, might usefully complement such clinical and ethnographic studies, potentially allowing for the development of a fuller understanding of the health dynamics of dissociation across a wide range of situations and contexts, both clinical and ‘naturalistic.’ 
In the pages that follow, we begin with a relatively in-depth review of research relevant to our study. In surveying scholarly understandings of the health dynamics of dissociation as they relate to stress, and thus to processes believed to be importantly informed both by sociocultural contexts and also underlying neurobiological mechanisms related to the autonomic nervous system, our review touches on research from a range of disciplines, including anthropology and psychology as well as neuroscience and endocrinology. We follow this review of the literature with presentations of our research setting and methods and, then, our survey results. Subsequently, we provide a synthesizing discussion, where we interpret the meaning of these results through reference to both our qualitative interviews (which also reflect our own game-playing experiences) and relevant literature. Our conclusion summarizes our findings and argument.
Dissociation, Mental Health, and Stress
	Considerable previous literature, both theoretical and empirical, has examined the nature of dissociative experiences. Seligman and Kirmayer (2008: 34) describe psychological ‘absorption’ as “the profound narrowing or concentration of attention and focused deployment of cognitive resources; the absorbed individual becomes unaware of the external environment, self-awareness and critical thought are suspended and time perception may become distorted.” Further, these authors and others suggest that absorption exists on a continuum with more “intense and prolonged” forms of experience, associated with functional alterations of memory, perception, and identity, which they dub ‘dissociative’ (ibid: 34; see also Butler 2006; Klinger 1978; Luhrmann 2005; 2009). One important quality of such experiences is that they can become disconnected—that is, dissociated—from more familiar, everyday experience. This leads one influential theorist to define such experiences in the following terms: 
‘Dissociative’ is an English-language adjective that attempts to describe reported experiences and observed behaviors that seem to exist apart from, or appear to have been disconnected from, the mainstream, or flow of one’s conscious awareness, behavioral repertoire, and/or self-identity. ‘Dissociation’ is a noun used to describe a person’s involvement in these reported dissociative experiences or observed dissociative behaviors (Krippner 1997: 8).

Building on Krippner, Lynn (2005: 20) prefers to speak of dissociative experiences as ‘partitioned’ in the sense of partially as opposed to fully ‘disconnected’ from consciousness and awareness, which even more closely approximates our own usage in this article.​[3]​
	Anthropologists, psychologists, and others frequently point to positive dimensions of dissociative experience. Anthropologists in particular show how dissociative ‘trance’ in religious contexts, associated with spiritual possessions, shamanic soul journeying, and even prayer, can provide for satisfying and deeply felt experiences (e.g., Boddy 1988, 2001; Brown 1991; Ewing 1990; Gaines 1992; Jakobsen 1999; Kakar 1982; Kirmayer 1993, 1994; Lambek 1981; Lynn 2005; Seligman 2005a, b; Shweder and Bourne 1984; on prayer, see Luhrmann 2005; and Luhrmann, Nusbaum, and Thisted 2009). In fact, religious trances and other spiritual states of consciousness are typically tied to healing rituals, pointing to their connection to positive health (Koss-Chioino et al. 2006; McClenon 1997, 2002, 2006; Seligman 2005a, b; Winkelman 2000). Scholars also suggest that many common, everyday absorptive activities—losing oneself in a good book or film, communing with nature, daydreaming and reverie, fantasy play, running and also team sports, driving, yoga and meditation—can lead to lightly altered, ‘dissociative’ states of consciousness (Butler 2006; Luhrmann 2005; and Luhrmann, Nusbaum, and Thisted 2009). These activities contribute to the textures and pleasures of daily life in Western and non-Western contexts alike, and the dissociative experiences associated with them are often judged normal both by cultural insiders and scholars alike (Butler 2006; Luhrmann 2005; and Luhrmann, Nusbaum, and Thisted 2009; Seligman and Kirmayer 2008). Indeed, Lynn (2005) argues that such states of consciousness are so important that we should think of pathological under-dissociation, as when one does not dissociate enough, and thus misses out on the positive and even therapeutic experiences associated with such states. 
	By contrast, the pathological character of some forms of dissociation is well recognized by clinicians and scholars. For example, Dissociative Identity Disorder (DID) is associated with extreme and dysfunctional discontinuities of experience. Such seeming over-detachment from the real-world, alongside distressful accompanying symptoms like amnesia, depersonalization, derealization, and also disruptions to interpersonal relations, has led clinicians and researchers to frame this condition as a mental disorder (APA 2000; Kihlstrom 2005; Ross 1996, 1997). Other pathologies of dissociation are recognized to occur in non-Western, spiritual contexts. For example, certain dissociative spiritual experiences in India can be framed as disorders—as in ‘ghost illnesses,’ where the distressed retreat into deep trance states that separate them too fully from life and its pressures, rendering them less able to engage in more ordinary social relationships and interactions (Devereux 1969; Freed and Freed 1990a, 1990b; Kakar 1982; Kaplan and Johnson 1974; Shore 1978; Spiro 1953; Tambiah 1980; see also Snodgrass 2002a, 2002b for such illnesses in more contemporary Indian contexts).
Some other work has attempted to identify the contexts and mechanisms by which dissociation works therapeutically rather than destructively. Key in this work is the notion of trauma and stress. Individuals ‘dissociate,’ or separate, from stressful or traumatic situations in ways that protect them from the harmful effects of such stress and trauma (Acocella 1999; Collins and French 1998; Coons, et al., 1989; Foa and Hearst-Ikeda 1996; Goodwin and Sachs 1996; Griffin, et al., 1997; Hacking 1995; Koopman, et al., 1994, 2004; Marmar, et al., 1994; Nijenhuis, et al., 1998; Ogata, et al., 1990; Spiegel 1991; Spiegel and Cardena 1991; Terr 1991; van der Kolk and Van Der Hart 1989). Indeed, anthropologists have long argued that distressed individuals use dissociative states such as trance, often framed in local traditions as spiritual possessions or shamanic magical flights to distant mythic lands, as a way to combat the stresses of human existence (Boddy 1988, 1993, 2001; Hollan 2000a, b; Jakobsen 1999; Kakar 1982; Kleinman 1980; Kleinman, et al., 1979; Noll 1985; Obeyesekere 1981, 1982; Snodgrass 2004). This claims makes sense of the observation that spirit possession and similar forms of dissociation are more typically found among poor, marginalized, and otherwise socially stressed and distressed persons who dissociate into spiritual levels of reality, taking on identities of gods, ghosts, ancestors, and other more idealized forms of being (Lewis 1989; Masquelier 1999; Ong 1987; Seligman 2005a, b; Sharp 1993, 1999; Taussig 1987; see also literature reviews in Snodgrass 2002a, 2002b). 
But individuals can dissociate not only for temporary stress reduction but also for more long-term stress avoidance. In this form, individuals forsake real-life roles and obligations, rather than confronting them directly, with adverse consequences. Thus, clinical psychologists assist certain patients suffering from dissociative conditions like DID to integrate their various fragments of consciousness, and even their various personalities, into a single higher-order consciousness, labeling a failure to do so pathological and maladaptive responses to stress and trauma (Baker et al 2003; Griffin et al. 1997; Kihlstrom 2005; Kluft 1996; for discussions of the processes associated with assessing mental ‘disorder’ in such contexts, see Acocella 1985; Gaines 1992; Lynn 2005; Seligman and Kirmayer 2008: esp. pp. 36-8; Young 1995). In a different cultural context, spirit medium healers in India themselves treat ghost illness as a disease state to be overcome, an undesirable retreat from life, rather than a desirable state of consciousness like those mediums themselves are seen to experience (Snodgrass 2004).
Thus, it appears that stress is centrally linked to the therapeutic dynamics of dissociation in various cultural contexts, which has led scholars to seek underlying, potentially universal, systems and mechanisms (Castillo 1995). One approach for understanding this has involved considering the neurobiology involved. For example, neuroscientists examine dissociation as a product of the brain’s attention (or lack of attention) to the environment, examining in some instances the manner that the regulation of attention to environmental stressors might activate (or deactivate) the autonomic nervous system with ensuing health consequences (see for example Baker et al. 2003; Griffin et al. 1997; Lamius et al. 2002; Medford et al. 2005; Raz 2005; Raz and Shapiro 2002; Sapolsky 1996; Sierra and  Berrios 2004; Simeon et al. 2000, 2001, 2003, 2004; Tsai et al. 1999; Williams et al. 2003). Physicians have studied how trance-like states (e.g., meditation), can elicit the body’s natural ‘relaxation response,’ potentially limiting the negative health impacts of both acute and chronic stress (Benson 2000; Mattingly 2006; Molino 1998; Rubin 1996; Santorelli 1999; Wallace 1984; Williams et al. 2003). Others note that dissociative states associated with meditation and trance might be accompanied by the release of ‘feel-good’ opioids like endorphins, leading to even deeper states of pleasant relaxation, with subsequently lowered stress responses and thus improved health (Davis 1984; Goldstein and Grevert 1985; Prince 1982). 
  Other work points to the relevance of the neurotransmitter dopamine, which is associated with reward circuits in the brain, suggesting that stress can exacerbate addictions to potentially harmful substances and behaviors (Sapolsky 2004: 337-42; Kelley and Berridge 2002). Exploring the way stress may be implicated in these neurochemical pathways to addiction, research shows that, to begin, stressed individuals in a variety of species including humans produce higher levels of stress hormones such as the glucocortisoid cortisol (Sapolsky 1996, 2003, 2004). Circulating cortisol can lead to increased bursts of dopamine, with stress in uncertain situations promoting even greater releases of this chemical transmitter (Fiorillo et al. 2003; Phillips et al. 2003; Sapolsky 2003; Schultz et al. 2000; Waelti et al. 2001). Short-term stress, then, can increase dopamine levels, leading individuals to feel focused, alert, alive, motivated, anticipatory—in short, stimulated in a good way (Sapolsky 2004: 338). Longer-term stress, however, does just the opposite, suppressing the release of dopamine and even making receptors less-responsive to this reward-circuit chemical (e.g., Ding et al. 2002; Piazza and Le Moal 1997, 1998; Gambrana et al. 1999). Chronic stress, then, is associated with dysphoria and depression rather than pleasure (Wolak et al. 2002). This means that chronically stressed individuals potentially need more feel-good activities in order to release dopamine and thus elicit desirably focused, alert, and anticipatory states (Ding et al. 2002; Piazza and Le Moal 1997, 1998; Gambrana et al. 1999). In some cases, this can lead to increased use of drugs and other substances and thus to addictive behavior (Kelley and Berridge 2002; Phillips et al 2003). Indeed, based on research into these chemical pathways, some scientists conceive of addiction as a stress disease (Sapolsky 2004: Chapter 16). 
In these terms, by allowing individuals to manage or fail to manage the stress in their lives, dissociation may be associated in even more complicated ways with underlying neurobiological mechanisms and pathways, and specifically to brain reward circuits involving stress hormones like cortisol and neurotransmitters like dopamine, which make us feel alternately good and bad. Further, the regulation of such mechanisms and pathways may help explain the addiction issues of concern to our study. 
Anthropologists, too, have linked dissociative states to underlying physiological mechanisms and pathways, with potentially important health consequences. For example, they have argued that the dissociative states of shamans, spirit mediums, and others might stimulate actual physiological changes in the body similar to the effects of placebos and nocebos (Hahn 1997; Moerman 1979). Others have argued that altered dissociative states of consciousness might heal through processes akin to hypnosis and suggestibility (McClenon 1997, 2002, 2006), biofeedback (Brown 1974; Green and Green 1989), and the cultivation of therapeutic mental images now sometimes employed in modern medicine (Achterberg 1985; Desjarlais 1992; Noll 1985). Nevertheless, anthropologists are typically careful to identify how culture, in the sense of shared and socially transmitted frames of understanding, enhances psychological, and even neurobiological, faculties related to dissociation, stress, and health. For example, pointing to the interaction, and indeed tension, between sociocultural contexts and underlying mechanisms, Seligman and Kirmayer (2008: 33) say: “Dissociative experiences may be highly socially scripted, yet have a neurobiological substrate that is not ‘merely’ socially scripted, and can occur in forms that are independent of, contradict, or subvert social scripts.” 
Guided by such perspectives, we hypothesized that WoW play could function like other practices that foster dissociation, both religious and secular, as just discussed in this section. Combining universalizing and context-dependent perspectives, we thought that WoW could be considered a ‘technology of absorption’—a modern means for attaining  dissociated mental states that are so cross-culturally and historically common as to apparently represent a basic human faculty, but which have traditionally been achieved by other means such as meditative practice or substance use. We further hypothesized, following literature highlighted in this section’s review, that WoW dissociation too might be associated with both positive and negative mental health outcomes, which themselves might depend on the way the game lessened or increased players’ experience of stress. Here, we thought that WoW play might involve the brain’s endorphin and dopamine systems in ways that relieve stress and activate the brain’s reward systems. However, we focused our study on associations between WoW dissociation, subjective well-being, and players’ self-reports of stress, using the latter as the psychological expression of underlying neurological and physiological processes. 
Setting: Avatars, MMOs, and the Persistent and Immersive World of Warcraft
Tracing its roots to games like Dungeons and Dragons (1974), World of Warcraft belongs to a new generation of online computer games referred to as MMORPGs (or ‘MMOs’ for short), an acronym for ‘massively multiplayer online role-playing games.’ In 2008, WoW reached 10 million monthly subscribers, making it the largest subscription-based MMO and virtual community in the West, about 62% of the then MMO population (Blizzard Entertainment 2008). WoW is dominated by a “Tolkienesque high fantasy motif” (Nardi and Harris 2006), referring to the fact that its settings, plotlines, and characters owe much to the fantasy writings of J.R.R. Tolkien. Still, there are hundreds of MMOs, many preceding and others existing alongside WoW. In some of these, players take on the roles of space adventurers, in others pirates and barbarians—forms of play that do not even begin to exhaust the possibilities of these game-worlds.
	Central to all these new online realities is their quality of persistence: these worlds provide virtual places where thousands of users interact in a world that persists independently of any particular player. Typically, they persist 24 hours a day, with only brief interruptions for maintenance. In earlier video games, play typically started and ended with any single player initiating or terminating a gaming session. But in these game environments, any individual player may have logged off his or her computer and thus disappeared from the game-world. Nevertheless, events continue to happen in the online world, and players continue to compete and interact in ways that advance and change the contours of the game-space. 
These massively multiple play spaces are also highly immersive, a concept central to both games studies research and our own concerns. Sophisticated software and computers with powerful 3D graphical processing create spaces that can feel virtually real. WoW’s designers have rendered this game’s fantastical lands, including Azeroth, in great detail—carefully crafting their craggy mountains and grassy plains, their lakes, oceans, and wastelands. Equal attention has been given to the built environment of WoW castles, fortresses, dungeons, battlegrounds, villages, and cities. In both natural and built environments, players encounter a range of denizens, other player-characters animated by real-life persons as well as computer-programmed entities, the latter both menacing like monsters and demons and also friendly and helpful such as innkeepers, auctioneers, and quest-givers. Encounters with these animate agents magnify players’ experiences of the reality of the WoW game-world, pushing them to feel as if they actually inhabit another space, no longer aware of the so-called ‘real’ world that surrounds their physical body and computer play station.
Character creation, advancement, and manipulation, for most players the most important and engaging dimensions of the game, also unfold in ways that lead players to feel closely identified with in-game selves, pushing them to even deeper states of WoW immersion. To begin, one typically does not know the name of the actual world person controlling someone else’s character unless that other player volunteers that information. Even then, players will often continue to refer to themselves and each other in the game, and sometimes even if they were to meet in the real world, by their character names—showing the extent to which many players feel connected to their in-game embodiments. Also, characters possess, according to player choices, a variety of attributes—membership in one of two warring factions (the Alliance or the Horde), a ‘race’ (like elf or orc), and a ‘class’ (warrior, mage, priest, etc.)—which lend them greater depth and individuality.​[4]​ Further, quest completion and level advancement, mentally and emotionally absorbing dimensions of WoW, provide each character-self with an individual life trajectory—be it a player’s main character, into which they pour most of their, energy, and affection, or an alternate character, which allows players to experiment with different roles and gaming-styles. Finally, the way one’s avatar, or visual representation of one’s character-self, responds to commands, can add to the sensation of actually being one’s character. Character-avatars are manipulated through a variety of keyboard and mouse commands, and they communicate a wide range gestures, both practical and whimsical, like dancing, waving, pointing, jumping up and down, and flirting, which complement chatting through in-game text channels or headsets and voice programs. 
Overall, WoW shares some features with social network programs like Facebook in the manner it brings people together in a shared virtual space to chat, share ideas and information, and simply socialize. Still, distinct from social networking sites, massively multiplayer game-worlds like WoW set the stage for collaborative and simultaneously shared play interactions that seem as real as they are fun, unfolding as they do in the meticulously rendered world of Azeroth and via avatar-characters who, in many instances, come to feel like second selves.
Research Methods: Serious Play in World of Warcraft
We treated this game-world as a culture characterized by shared and socially inherited patterns of thought and practice—for example, group norms that shaped players’ goals, styles of play, speech, social networks of play, and normative assessments of whether they had played the game well or not. To grasp this culture, we engaged as both participants and observers of this online virtual or synthetic reality. We created characters and immersed ourselves in the game, losing ourselves in its tasks and its relationships, in its pleasures and absorptive fun, while also taking fields notes, and reflecting on the experience. 
Three of this paper’s co-authors, Snodgrass, Dengah, and Fagan, played WoW extensively, often together, with Snodgrass and Fagan reaching the game’s maximum level cap (currently 80) and engaging in a wide range of WoW activities, many of them collaborative and involving groups of five, ten, or more individuals, in which we pitted our skills both against the game environment as well as other players. Most of our experiences and observations occurred within the context of our own in-game ‘guilds’ and playgroups, which were composed of both strangers as well as those known to us ‘in real life’ (‘IRL,’ in our respondents’ shorthand phrasing). In these play contexts, we trained ourselves to monitor and note our own levels of WoW focus and absorption, as well as the way such states of concentration and awareness seemed to impact our lives offline, serving as a relaxing retreat in some instances and a time-consuming source of stress and frustration on other occasions, which became the source of self-reflexive discussions among members of our research team. We also disciplined ourselves to stop in-game to conduct brief informal interviews with co-players on these topics, noting responses in field journals and then expanding on these notes after the activities had concluded.
Simultaneously with this virtual fieldwork, we conducted 30 qualitative interviews with WoW gamers based on three interrelated interview protocols. The first elicited responses related to gamers’ motivations and goals, play-styles, favorite and least favorite aspects of WoW, and social interactions in the game. The second asked players to expand on their positive and negative experiences within WoW. The third explored cultural conceptualizations of success and well-being in both real-life as well as in this game-world. We solicited interviews from persons associated with local gaming communities and centers as well as through our own guilds and play networks, followed by network ‘snowball’ sampling from these initial respondents. Each interview was transcribed and coded for common themes by two individuals to ensure accuracy and consistency. 
Our research culminated in a quantitative phase in which we mounted a relatively large (100 item) and formal Web Survey. Of particular interest here were two scales we developed, each of which is reported in Appendix A. The first scale was used to measure individual players’ levels of absorptive/dissociative WoW experiences, modeled after two commonly used protocols to assess such experiences, the Tellegen Absorption Scale and the Dissociative Experiences Scale (DES) (Tellegen and Atkinson 1974; Bernstein and Putnam 1986). Here, gamers were asked to respond to WoW-specific questions related to the extent to which their play was associated with distortions in perception, memory, and identity seen to be typical of absorption and dissociation in other contexts. For example, players were asked about their levels of imaginative identification with their characters, as well as the extent to which WoW play led them to become unaware of events happening around them in the real-world, leading them to, for example, ignore the demands and discomforts of their real-world bodies, lose track of actual-world time, and so forth. The second scale combined items to assess players’ WoW addiction, adapted from Young’s commonly used Internet Addiction Test (IAT), itself adapted from measures used to assess other forms of addiction to drugs, alcohol, gambling, and the like (Young 1998a, b, 2009; Young and Rogers 1998). Here, we were interested to measure the extent that individuals reported playing compulsively in ways that negatively impacted other dimensions of their life, eroding their actual world commitments like jobs and relationships. In addition to reported negative outcomes connected to the erosion of actual-world lives, this scale also included items related to compulsively playing WoW against one’s will, cognitive preoccupation with the game, using the game maladaptively and ultimately ineffectively to regulate mood, feeling symptoms of withdrawal when unable to play, preferring virtual- to actual-world interactions, and playing excessively long hours as gamers upped their playtime to experience feelings that initially came easily and effortlessly. 
Further, the Web Survey also asked players to assess their positive and negative mental wellness relative to WoW play, for example, the extent players believed WoW play added to their happiness and life satisfaction and alleviated or increased the stress in their lives, as well as the extent to which they felt, in a single-item assessment, ‘addicted’ to the game. Basic demographic data, degree of WoW usage and accomplishment within the game, motivation and styles of game-play, social interactions in the game, and numerous other topics were also included in the survey. The sample was obtained by posting links to it on WoW blogs and gamer sites and also by extending invitations through our own personal WoW play networks. The survey is ongoing (http://WoWsurvey.chaostar.org/ (​https:​/​​/​mail.colostate.edu​/​owa​/​redir.aspx?C=85f32113832b4af18405d756b6e45923&URL=http%3a%2f%2fwowsurvey.chaostar.org%2f" \t "_blank​)), though the results presented in this paper are based on the 253 responses received up to the point we conducted our statistical analysis in Fall 2009.
Survey Results: WoW Absorption-Dissociation, Stress, and Gamers’ Subjective Well-Being
	We focus our survey analysis on the relationship of dissociation to various self-reported outcomes related to subjective well-being and WoW (e.g., the game is reported to increase happiness and life satisfaction, or to increase or decrease stress), and also on the relation of dissociation to measures of addiction to WoW (a single-item question, as well as our multi-item scale). Tables 1-4 provide descriptive statistics related to demographics and potential control variables (Table 1, which is not further discussed), dissociation (Table 2), and wellness outcomes like stress and addiction (Tables 3 and 4). This is followed by more in-depth regression analyses, with our models treating dissociation and stress variables as major predictors and positive and negative wellness measures as outcomes, presented in Tables 5-7. 
As can be seen in Table 2’s descriptive results for selected items from the 14 item Dissociation-Absorption scale, we found that about 30% of respondents said they become so absorbed in the game while playing that they always or often become unaware of the events happening around them in the actual world. Losing track of the passage of time while playing was also common, occurring at least sometimes to nearly two-thirds of the sample, as was the experience that WoW game events feel actually real, as opposed to merely virtually so. Respondents commonly reported experiencing events in WoW as more vivid or memorable than those of their real lives, and a substantial fraction have felt themselves to actually be their character. These and other dissociation experience items were combined into a summated ratings scale, scoring items  from 5 = always down to 1 = never. The scale showed excellent internal consistency, with a Cronbach’s alpha of 0.90. 
Also of descriptive importance are results in Table 3 for questions about WoW’s effects on subjective experience, in which about half of respondents report WoW as increasing their happiness, and even larger fraction report that WoW helps them ‘relax and combat stress’ and that it increases their ‘life satisfaction.’ Most respondents denied that WoW play increased stress in their lives, but nearly one third agreed at some level that it did. Almost half acknowledged  feeling themselves to be ‘addicted’ to WoW. 
	In a more focused attempt to understand the addictive effects of WoW involvement on players’ lives, we presented them with 19 Likert rating items designed to elicit the frequency and intensity with which they had such experiences, which, as mentioned, were modeled on items in Kimberly Young’s IAT. These items, for which descriptive results appear in Table 4, offer a more objective or external measure of addiction, since they pertain to specific kind of experiences canonically thought of as ‘addictive,’ rather than asking respondents to globally assess whether they experience WoW as addictive. While the prevalence of positive reports of addiction vary across items, at least 40-50% of respondents on each of the nineteen items acknowledge at least sometimes having the addictive experience described. Respondents’ ratings (5 = Always down to 1 = Never) were combined to form a a WoW Addiction scale, which displays a Cronbach’s α of 0.94.
	Tables 5-7 present results from regression analyses in which various outcomes of WoW play are modeled in relation to dissociation and stress variables, while adjusting for several demographic control variables. Given the moderate (N = 253) sample size, using a large number of control variables was not desirable from a statistical modeling perspective. Consequently, for each outcome, we first fit a regression model containing a set of the candidate control variables (gender, age, education, relationship status, student status, and employment status), and for each outcome response retained the three control variables that had the strongest partial relationship to the outcome. This means that a somewhat different set of control variables are used in analyzing each outcome. To facilitate interpreting results involving the dissociation scale, we have converted it to a standardized basis for use in all analyses, i.e, scores are in standard deviation units.​[5]​
	Table 5 presents results from ordinal logistic regression models for each of several single-item self-ratings respondents gave concerning how WoW has affected them personally.​[6]​ As shown in this table, dissociation is associated in a statistically significant sense with each of the five mental health outcomes, including happiness and life satisfaction, the two stress variables, and addiction. Thus, for example, the relationship between dissociative experiences and WoW being perceived to increase one’s happiness is strong and positive, with an odds ratio indicating that a one standard deviation increase in the dissociation scale score approximately doubles the odds of a giving a higher rating on the happiness variable. Dissociation displays an even stronger associated with addiction, with a one standard deviation increase in dissociation score associated with an odds ratio of 3.6—that is, more than triple the odds of having a higher rating on this addiction variable.​[7]​ Associations between dissociation and the other wellness variables, positive in each case, show odds ratios between 1.66 and 1.83. These results can be contrasted to the demographic control variables, which are typically though not invariably less strongly or even negatively associated with these mental health outcomes. For example, experiencing WoW as increasing stress show that higher age was associated with lower stress scores (odds ratio less than 1.0). 
To follow up on these initial, orienting analyses, we have chosen three items (happiness, life satisfaction, and addiction) for more detailed scrutiny. Presented in Table 6, these outcomes represent both positive and negative experiences, and our models show relationships we think of as final, not intermediary, to some other outcome, as might be said of stress and relaxation. The stress and relaxation variables are used here as predictors, since we conceive of them, along with dissociation, as potential contributors to the three selected mental wellness outcomes.​[8]​
	In the first column of Table 6, the results indicate that experiencing WoW as increasing stress is positively associated with seeing WoW as increasing happiness, with an odds ratio of 1.3. The interactive relationship of relaxation and dissociation shows that the more the respondent experienced WoW as relaxing, the stronger the positive relationship was between dissociation and reporting WoW as increasing happiness.​[9]​ We also tried (in a model not shown here) including an Increases Stress × Dissociation interactive effect, but this term did not improve the fit of the model.
	The second column of Table 6 shows the more complex model for predicting whether WoW was experienced as ‘improving life satisfaction,’ which includes again the relaxation variable and its interaction with dissociation as predictors. (‘Increases stress’ was also examined, but did not show a significant relation and so is omitted.)  Dissociation showed an interactive relationship with the relaxation variable in relation to life satisfaction, with dissociation having a more positive relation to life satisfaction among players who experienced WoW as allowing them to relax.​[10]​ The results are very similar to those for happiness: Dissociation considerably magnifies the positive relationship of relaxation to life satisfaction, and the positive relationship of dissociation to life satisfaction only appears among people who also find WoW to be a relaxing activity.
	In the third column of Table 6 appears the model for reports of ‘feeling addicted’ to WoW as an outcome. The relationship of dissociation to feeling addicted is positive, relatively strong, at an odds ratio of 3.0 for a one standard deviation change in dissociation. (No significant interactive effects with stress and dissociation were found, not did the inclusion of relaxation as a predictor improve the model.) Experiencing WoW as increasing stress also was positively related to the feeling of addiction, with an odds ratio of 1.5 for a one unit increase. The results here were clearly consistent with the idea that dissociation contributes to addictive experience, given the strong relationship here. 
	Beyond the more detailed consideration of the subjective outcomes as just described, our next line of analysis, reported in Table 7, examined addiction as an outcome, but instead of a single-item subjective report, we use here the 19-item WoW addiction scale described previously, based on measures commonly used in assessing substance abuse as well as problem internet use. For this continuous outcome variable, the statistical approach was ordinary linear regression. As in the previous set of analyses, three control variables were chosen, and various nested regression models were examined, including various interactions between dissociation and other variables, before settling on the final model displayed in the table. As in our analysis of the single item addiction measure, these results showed that addiction summated was strongly related to dissociation and to experiences of WoW-related stress. A unit (standard deviation) increase in dissociation score was associated with almost a 10 point (about 0.6 standard deviation) increase in WoW addiction score. The relation of WoW-related stress to addiction also was positive, but relatively weaker with a slope of 3.6 for a unit increase in stress. No substantial interaction of stress/dissociation in relation to addiction was found, nor was there any meaningful relationship of the WoW-related relaxation variable to the addiction scale. 
In the following section, we discuss the therapeutics of WoW dissociation as they relate to stress, using our qualitative interviews to interpret the meaning of our survey results in the context of relevant literature. We begin with WoW’s positive therapeutics, moving subsequently to problematic and addictive play.
Discussion: Technologies of Absorption and the Heroic Combat of Monstrous Stress
Absorbing deeply and even ‘dissociating’ from their actual-world lives into WoW via fantastic character-avatars, players we interviewed commonly reported detaching from offline selves and environments and imaginatively losing themselves in the magical land of Azeroth. Similarly, interviewees often spoke of immersing themselves in WoW to the point of becoming unaware of events happening around them in the real-world, ignoring the demands and discomforts of their real-world bodies, and losing track of actual-world time. Others spoke of finding the game-world as vivid and seemingly real as the so-called ‘real’ or offline world and even, sometimes to their own bemusement, confusing their actual world names with those of their WoW characters, who some described as better second selves. We ourselves became so identified with our characters and so engrossed in our play that we preferred to speak and refer to each other in-game with our character names. Indeed, we often addressed each other outside of the game as our WoW characters, at times doing so unintentionally and automatically. Based on these interviews and personal experiences, we constructed an ‘absorption-dissociation’ scale, selecting and adapting items from preexisting measures so that they intersected meaningfully with WoW play, which we included in our Web Survey. As presented in our results, Table 2 shows that as many as two-thirds of our sample reported having ‘sometimes’ or more frequently certain immersive experiences similar to those described in our interviews and felt by ourselves. 
In our view, these experiences of ‘absorption-dissociation’ help to explain the positive therapeutics of this online game, which function through a combined promoting of relaxation alternating with mildly stress-inducing flow states. These two states of experience and consciousness, relaxed in the first instance and slightly aroused in the second, can be best achieved, we believe, if players imaginatively immerse themselves in this game-world and feel heavily identified with their character-avatars, experiencing Seligman and Kirmayer’s (2008: 34) “profound narrowing or concentration of attention and focused deployment of cognitive resources.” 
In the first therapeutically relaxed state, it is only by successfully dissociating into the game that players are able to dissociate away from real-life stressors. As Richard, nearing 40 and working in sales for a technology company, tells us of his WoW play:
Sometimes a beer at night can be a very therapeutic thing. The game can definitely be a very therapeutic thing. Believe it or not, when I’m out there killing mobs and it’s the same stuff over and over and over, my mind will wander. I’m relaxing. The game for some people is a retreat. It’s a place where I can run and hide from real life, and I use it to that extent. I can go run and hide from real life. 

For Richard, WoW’s therapeutic benefits emerge most clearly when performing repetitive tasks in the game. Other players credit WoW’s beautiful virtual landscapes as allowing their minds and bodies to relax, temporarily protected from real-world stresses. As Jonathan, a 22 year-old college student, puts it:  
Sometimes I just log on late at night and go out by myself and listen to the soothing music in the Barrens as I run past some gazelle or do a couple of easy quests on my own. It’s sort of an African motif, so there’s giraffes and zebras. Maybe it’s the music or the colors. It’s just something about there I like and enjoy. 

Playing alone late at night and listening to the rhythmic drum sounds of the virtual world give this gamer a sense of peace and calm. Indeed, such is the feeling of peace and calm created by certain WoW activities that some players compare their gaming experiences to meditation. In the words of another college-age player: “You know honestly I like the repetitive activities that don’t require a lot of thought, but that need to be done. I actually find them to be a calming influence… You know, a Zen-like state.”
The focus and deep immersion provided by this virtual reality can divert attention from real-world stressors, allowing gamers to more readily reach deeply relaxed, even meditative, states of play. As we learned in interviews, the fantasy world of WoW offers a way to temporarily escape real-life troubles, be these with their bosses, bills, or significant others. In a sense, imaginative absorption and dissociation into WoW blunts players’ awareness of real-life stressors. Shielded from external real-world stimuli, players’ minds thus “wander” and they relax. Of importance in these contexts, WoW presents players with a world that is largely regular and predictable. As players pointed out to us in other interviews, WoW is characterized by clear rules for how to play and advance in the game, as well as structured tasks that can be completed in a largely timely and predictable manner. It is also characterized by codes of conduct—honor even, a common player concern and topic of discourse—that lend the game further regularity. Such structure and predictability, as we were reminded repeatedly in observations, interviews, and indeed our own gaming experiences, contribute to a lowering of players’ experience of stress. 
As such, the game would seem to function in a manner akin to meditation or other techniques for eliciting the ‘relaxation response’ and thus lowering the body’s levels of stress (Benson 2000; Mattingly 2006; Molino 1998; Rubin 1996; Santorelli 1999; Wallace 1984; Williams et al. 2003). As reviewed previously, WoW’s lightly altered relaxed states of consciousness might be accompanied by, as is argued for shamanism (Davis 1984; Goldstein and Grevert 1985; Prince 1982), the release of feel-good endorphins, promoting even deeper states of pleasant relaxation, which would further contribute to the potentially therapeutic dimensions of WoW dissociation.
Our survey results provide quantitative support for these interpretations related to the relationship between dissociation, relaxation, and positive wellness. For example, Table 6 (column one) points to the way that players who find WoW to help them relax are more likely to report that the game adds to their happiness in life. This table also shows important interactive (or synergistic) relationships of dissociation in combination with relaxation on positive mental health outcomes like how players perceive WoW adding to their happiness in life. We can interpret these interactions in several ways: one, dissociation is positively related to experiencing WoW as increasing gamers’ happiness, and this tendency increases the more players experience WoW as a source of relaxation; or, two, as another interpretation consistent with our understandings and data, experiencing WoW as relaxing has a more strongly positive relation to WoW-related happiness the higher one’s dissociation score. Likewise, Table 6 (column two), now with the perception that WoW adds to one’s satisfaction in life as an outcome, reveals similar patterns. We see the same pattern between reporting that WoW helps one relax and a greater sense that WoW adds to one’s sense of satisfaction. And we find with this different positive mental health outcome the same interactive or synergistic effect between dissociation, WoW’s ability to help players relax, and self-reported life satisfaction. Again, dissociation is positively related to experiencing WoW as adding to one’s perception of satisfaction in life, and this positive relationship increases the more players report that WoW allows them to relax. Or, to put this a slightly different way, the positive relationship between WoW dissociation and life satisfaction is only found among players who report that WoW allows them to relax. 
In the second instance of WoW working therapeutically, informants describe the game as doing precisely the opposite for them: creating rather than relieving stress. Sometimes such stress is pleasantly stimulating and thus positive. Consider one gamer’s description of the excitement he and his other raid members felt completing the Molten Core instance, one of WoW’s earliest ‘end-game’ raiding experiences involving 40 players and a concerted effort: 
Several guilds ago, before the Burning Crusade expansion, the very first 40-man dungeon was called Molten Core. It took us probably six weeks of raiding two to three nights a week to make it all the way through Molten Core. It’s very intense and by the time we finally killed the last boss, people were screaming. I mean, yelling into their microphones, and you know, ‘Yah yah yah!’ Really exciting. Everybody was over the top excited about it…Just because it had taken so much time… But when you invest that much time into something, and to finally succeed…It was a real incredible experience. We managed to work together to accomplish this task and then get the rewards for it. …Everybody felt good. When you succeed at doing something like that, it’s definitely a rush. It’s a feeling that you and the people you’re with have accomplished something that nobody else has done.

Another college-age gamer describes the euphoric emotional experiences accompanying his WoW play in the following terms: 
WoW is like soda pop. It’s bubbly. It’s adrenaline, and it’s pretty. You can get a wide range of emotions unlike anything… anything. And the extremes: from rage, to happiness, to jumping out of your chair and going, ‘Yeaaahhh!!’  And you don’t even realize you’re doing it!  But yeah, the range of game-world content, from the social, mail, and chatting, you’ve got the collection of gear and armor, and the intense feeling of success, you have to concentrate to win, you have to be on your guard to avoid dying. It’s there, and those emotions will be going for hours. It’s the extremes that you get. And I think that’s what makes it significant… 

Here, too, it is WoW’s fantasy-induced stresses—the fact that “you have to concentrate to win, you have to be on your guard to avoid dying”—that ultimately make the feelings of accomplishment satisfying and even euphoric.
Absorptive and dissociative experiences again greatly enhance the therapeutic process in these contexts of positive stress. WoW accomplishments become even more absorptive when players (as was often reported) feel them to be real rather than merely virtual, described by some gamers as just and meaningful as those accompanying real-life successes. If the fantasy monsters and dangers did not at least seem real and important, and if one did not feel as if they were their character, the game would be  less successful in creating the mild positive stress necessary for the achievement of enjoyable and potentially therapeutic states of consciousness.​[11]​ Thus, somewhat paradoxically, while diminishing attention toward real-world stress, the game also induces fantasy stress. In fact, we might characterize WoW as an endless parade of mildly stress-inducing challenges and puzzles to be completed and solved. Players are confronted by monsters and demons to slay, and by tasks to complete. They experience competitive challenges from foes, be they members of the rival Horde or Alliance faction or young duelists eager to make a name for themselves. They are encouraged, often strongly compelled by other players, to collaborate with somewhat unpredictable social others to win the highest rewards in the game. Likewise, treasure is generated largely by chance and only after completing tasks of variable lengths, leading to states of aroused anticipation and delayed gratification as players speculate on and anticipate their rewards, hoping for the best but fearing ending up empty-handed or getting ‘ninja-looted’ by an unscrupulous play partner. 
Following Csikszentmihalyi (2008 [1990]), such positive stress, we believe, helps players achieve ‘flow’: the experience of being in the ‘zone,’ where players are pushed by the game’s tasks and challenges but nevertheless have a high likelihood of experiencing success. As Csikszentmihalyi argues, the most enjoyable experiences, those that most improve happiness and achievement of potential, are often somewhat stressful. Indeed, the enjoyment stems in part from encountering proper amounts of stress. Without WoW’s moderately stressful challenges, players would feel bored, rather than alive, alert, focused, in control. With too much stress, they would become overly anxious. As we have witnessed, the game’s mechanics, constantly updated and refined, strike a balance between the two potentially negative states of boredom and anxiety. Pushed to the limits of their skill and within-game potential, many players grow in their mastery of the game rather than quit in frustration and defeat. As we argue in other contexts, WoW achievement boosts many players’ self-esteem, allowing them to rework their less than heroic portraits of their actual-world selves (Snodgrass et al. 2010a; Snodgrass et al. 2010b). Further, WoW, in its many challenges, presents players with predictable forms of stress, very different from the generally vague, unpredictable, chronic, and even undefeatable stresses of the actual world—which certainly adds to the experience of WoW fun. Finally, and somewhat speculatively, WoW’s reward cycles, characterized as they are by mild stresses in uncertain situations, might be accompanied by releases of dopamine, pushing players to even greater heights of stimulation, alertness, and positive anticipation (Fiorillo et al. 2003; Phillips et al. 2003; Sapolsky 2003; Schultz et al. 2000; Waelti et al. 2001).
Once again, Table 6 provides quantitative support for these interpretations, demonstrating associations between the way WoW induces stress and the way players report WoW to improve their lives. Both columns one and two point to a positive relationship between higher levels of WoW stress and the way WoW is seen to add to both players’ happiness and life satisfaction. We interpret this to reflect a form of previously mentioned ‘positive’ stress: the fact that players are stressed reveals their commitment to the game, the fact that something is on the line and that meaningful rewards are at stake.​[12]​
Still, if WoW’s absorptive pleasures can be therapeutic, our research leads us to believe that a certain proportion of WoW players find their play deeply distressing and problematic. Here, too, we believe that it is WoW’s promotion of dissociative experiences, especially in conjunction with stress relieving and producing mechanisms, that lead certain players to these ultimately negative addictive experiences. 
For example, in relation to stress relief, Richard, continuing with the quote that opened this section, also points to potential dangers in retreating from the real world and into WoW:
But if you extract yourself from real life completely you’re gonna have serious problems. It’s like I said before—if I come home and have a beer every night, that’s healthy. It’s fine, I relax. As long as I don’t do anything untoward. If I can’t get up the next morning and go to work because I drank too much, then I have a problem.

Here, Richard reminds us that WoW can pull players too strongly into its imagined realm. Too enmeshed in virtual WoW experiences and avatar-selves, some players find it difficult to extract themselves back into their first lives, and regulate their volume of play. In such cases, WoW play becomes distressful rather than a satisfying and therapeutic means of relaxation. Sarah, a recent college graduate in her mid twenties, also exemplifies how using deep immersion in WoW to combat stress in particular can become unhealthy:  
I have stayed up till 4 in the morning playing it. There is a level of immersion where you can keep playing it. You  keep saying, ‘One more thing and I’ll be done’ and then you forget you have to do things like sleep and eat. But once I start playing it’s hard to tell whether or not I’ll have to willpower to stop, particularly if I’m feeling stressed out or something. 

Sarah plays to avoid real life stress, playing all night at the expense of physical and social needs. But in this case, her attempt to alleviate her real life pressures by escaping into WoW ultimately compounds her physical, psychological, and social stressors. In these cases, Sarah and other players like her seem to overvalue and overuse this virtual world that might otherwise provide respite from actual-world strains. In these cases, longer term stress avoidance, rather than temporary stress alleviation, can negatively impact other dimensions of players’ actual-world lives.
Similarly to how WoW’s meditative calm can create an addictive retreat, so too can WoW’s challenges become negatively, rather than positively and therapeutically, stressful. For example, Vince, a small business owner in his mid-forties and with a young family, recounts the following to somewhat comic effect:
I joined this big raid guild, and they took me along to the Zul’Gurub raid. The leader was like totally controlling, and I remember…there was like 40 of us or so, it was taking forever for things to get going, and the more time it was taking the more he was getting pissed. We finally got everything together and started going through it, it was the first raid for lots of people, including me. We ended up wiping [the entire party was eliminated] the whole raid. The leader just wigged out, and he was on voice chat saying: ‘I swear to God, I only want people here who are like losers! I don't want people who have jobs or school!’ And I was like, ‘Dude, listen to yourself, it's just a game, you know?’  I left that guild within like 10 minutes after him screaming. And he was screaming at the top of his lungs. He was really pissed. And there was a few people out there who were just egging him on…interrupting him as he's yelling on his soapbox, and I'm sitting there just laughing, and the leader screams ‘I can hear you people laughing, if you think this is a joke, get out of here. This isn't a joke, this is serious business!’ And it’s like, ‘Dude you're making it even more of a joke, because it’s not that serious,’ but some people man, they take it way too seriously.

Vince values his achievements within WoW, and especially the collaborative ones. But here Vince presents a raid leader who over-values the meaning of WoW achievements, barking out a speech that is not appreciated by other gamers who, at least on this occasion, take a more balanced approach to the raid and to their play more generally. Despite the humorous retelling of this event, it is clear that Vince finds the event stressful, disrupting his fun and leading him in fact to leave the guild. Speaking of this situation, which he describes as “negative,” “really bad,” and a “bad experience,” Vince says: “When it got to that really serious point, where people would actually start getting mad, or start yelling, it wasn't fun for me, so I would just leave, or I just wouldn't play with those people.” In situations such as these, the game creates stresses quite beyond the pleasant stimulation of striving to succeed in a complex game, becoming “serious business” and potentially a source of distress in players’ lives.
	When immersive play, whether stress-relieving or inducing, is not properly controlled, gamers describe compromising their actual-world lives in ways parallel to other addictive experiences. Vince tells us, “I’ve introduced many many many people to the game. Some come in [to my store] and say, ‘Thanks a lot for ruining my life.’ I’ve seriously had people say that to me. ‘You know, I had a life. I had a girlfriend until you told me about WoW.’” In another respondent’s words:
WoW takes away from you… Everything else became not important. You know, you start rationalizing silly things, you just cut back, cut back, cut back, and pretty soon you just stop leaving your room, or your house, and you think it’s been a day or two and in reality it’s been a week. Then it’s a month or after that, most likely you lose some of your friends or it could impact your work. I know it impacted my work because there’d be many days where I’d be, ‘Last minute, last minute, last minute, fuck! Gotta go!’ Or I would play it for so long I’d have like an hour of sleep and then you’re a space case like I am today.

Failure to balance WoW and actual world participation has reached urban legend status. Colorful stories include those of desiccated bodies found in front of computers, leading many gamers to suggest changing WoW’s name to World of Warcrack. Like drug addicts, some players work so furiously to build up their imagined second lives in ways that they neglect their first-life selves and bodies, and crave their next hit of virtual reality. 
	Of interest, it is precisely WoW’s fun and even therapeutic value that makes it the source of potentially addictive play. For example, Edward, in his 30s and married, describes the progression over time of his play, in passages that echo other players’ experiences: 
My wife is an adjunct professor and it is appalling the amount work she has to do. She comes home five nights a week and grades and puts together lectures. I’ve tried to interact with her, and it’s difficult, because she’s always got a lot to do. She’s nice about it, she doesn’t want to hurt my feelings, but it’s like, ‘Honey I really have to get this done.’ So I’m left in a house with her off-limits, working in the living room, and nothing for me to do. So what do I do? Well, I started turning down roads I shouldn’t, I started drinking. I wouldn’t say super excessively, but I would say it got to a point where it could have become a problem for me. So I would say WoW, because trying to organize and coordinate while drunk is difficult, had that positive impact by pulling me out of a path that I could have easily slipped down…You know feeling ignored by my wife and sorry for myself because she’s too busy to deal with me? No, screw that. Take yourself, take charge, put yourself where you need to be, go do something fun. Well I’ve always liked gaming, how about that? Lo and behold, there we go. So I would say it’s been a very positive influence.

But being in a raiding guild does require a commitment and it has caused some stress between my wife and I. Her folks live over in the next town and admittedly I don’t expect her to pay super close attention to my schedule. But I’ve got four nights a week to raiding and if you to me on a Thursday afternoon and say, “My mom is making dinner for us tonight and really wants us to be there,”’ the answer is ‘No.’ Or like just yesterday my wife says, “I want to go to Nemo’s and have sushi with Roberta, you remember Roberta, we haven’t seen her for two years. Let’s go, Thursday night.” I respond, “No, can’t go Thursday, I have a raid. Have fun, go on your own, I don’t have a problem with that. See you when you get home.”  I can’t let those twenty-four people down. In some ways WoW’s a negative thing, it’s pulling me away from my real life, and the family, and the wife and all that. 

Throughout the interview, Edward reveals that he enjoys both the relaxing and stimulating dimensions of WoW—the repetitive and solitary killing of mobs to amass wealth to buy materials necessary for and preparatory to raids (such activity is referred to as ‘farming’), but also the highly challenging collaborative raids themselves. Early on, his enjoyment is not only fun but therapeutic, his game-play boosting his esteem and helping him to take charge of his life, protecting him from loneliness and even alcohol abuse. However, with time, Edward’s enjoyment of and commitment to WoW grows to the point that his online play creates conflict between himself and his wife, becoming in his words a source of “some stress” and a “negative thing” rather than straightforwardly therapeutic. Indeed, it is the game’s positive dimensions that lead to such conflict and stress: because the game makes him feel so good, Edward finds himself unable to pull himself out of WoW, even when he might otherwise wish to join his wife in her offline activities. 
In these quotes, we see that players who experience in WoW deep relaxation alongside satisfying feelings of accomplishment brought on by mildly stress-inducing situations want to do so again and again, even when doing so sacrifices other important dimensions of their actual-world lives. In some interviews, players speak of needing to spend even more time in Azeroth to get the feelings of pleasure that used to come quickly and easily. As WoW challenges become more difficult, these players find themselves pouring ever more of their lives into the game in order to feel good. Some start to avoid real-life altogether, preferring to live instead in Azeroth. But real-life demands and problems do not simply go away, and avoiding them can cause them to pile up and to become even more menacing when they are finally faced, as revealed in our interviews. Spending ever-increasing time in the game, then, can exacerbate feelings of real-life distress, which in turn might promote more game-play, in a potentially ever-increasing cycle of problematic play. In these cases, the game becomes not a temporary retreat, but a fictive world that threatens to disrupt, or even destroy, gamers’ offline lives. WoW as medicine becomes its own source of distress, potentially worse than the stress disorders it initially seemed to combat. And certain players begin to regret, often in profound ways, their play. 
In these instances of WoW overuse, players begin to suffer from what is commonly referred to as addiction, or in Castronova’s (2005, 2007) language, appropriate for these contexts involving deeply absorptive and dissociative experiences as they do—‘toxic immersion.’ Here, too, we might speculate that cycles of addictive play may implicate the previously discussed dopamine-mediated reward cycles (Sapolsky 2004: Chapter 16). Stressed by both online and offline existences, certain players would produce higher levels of hormones like cortisol (Sapolsky 1996, 2003, 2004). High chronic elevation of such hormones would lower their sensitivity to dopamine (e.g., Ding et al. 2002; Piazza and Le Moal 1997, 1998; Gambrana et al. 1999; Wolak et al. 2002). This means that they might need more of the game in order to elicit feel-good responses, potentially leading to addictive game-play.​[13]​
Again, our survey analysis revealed strong relationships between WoW dissociation and negative mental wellness. Table 5 shows how dissociation predicts players’ self-reports of increased stress and also addiction to WoW. Tables 6 and 7 show how the level of dissociation, and also the extent to which players experienced WoW as stress-increasing, are important predictors of our single- and multi-item measures of addiction in our best models. 
Overall, to summarize the implications of our research findings relative to relevant literature, our survey results interpreted alongside our qualitative interviews and own gaming experiences lead us to affirm in part the conclusions of scholars who see dissociation as positive and normal (e.g., Butler 2006; Luhrmann 2005; and Luhrmann, Nusbaum, and Thisted 2009; Lynn 2005; Seligman and Kirmayer 2008). The altered ‘absorbed’ states of consciousness that many gamers reach, even the powerful ‘dissociative’ identification some gamers have with their characters, provide some gamers with relaxation as well as some of the most satisfying, meaningful, and wondrous experiences of their lives. However, we also follow other scholars in seeing certain forms of dissociation as problematic and even pathological (e.g., the APA’s 2000 view of DID as a mental disorder; see also Kihlstrom 2005; Ross 1996, 1997). In addition to explaining why some players find WoW play deeply absorbing and thus satisfying, we have been interested in our research to illuminate how other players lose control of their WoW immersion, tracing mechanisms and pathways associated with ‘problematic’ and ‘addictive’ play. 
Also echoing previous research, our study points to the important way stress mechanisms in particular determine the manner through which WoW immersion becomes either positive or negative, either health-inducing or ‘toxic.’ Positively, WoW play can lead to states of deep relaxation akin to meditation, which promote positive wellness much in the way other forms of dissociative separation from stressful or traumatic situations can protect individuals’ mental health (Acocella 1999; Collins and French 1998; Coons, et al., 1989; Foa and Hearst-Ikeda 1996; Goodwin and Sachs 1996; Griffin, et al., 1997; Hacking 1995; Koopman, et al., 1994, 2004; Marmar, et al., 1994; Nijenhuis, et al., 1998; Ogata, et al., 1990; Spiegel 1991; Spiegel and Cardena 1991; Terr 1991; van der Kolk and Van Der Hart 1989). Or, in an alternate positive pathway, WoW play induces mild stress, leading to deeply gratifying ‘flow’ experiences, which other research reveals to promote mental wellness (e.g., Csikszentmihalyi 2008; Wan and Chiou 2006). Negatively, players can become ‘addicted’ to such experiences of relaxation or satisfying positive stress, rendering their play potentially pathological, pointing to the harmful potential of dissociation confirmed in other research contexts (e.g., Baker et al 2003; Griffin et al. 1997; Kihlstrom 2005; Kluft 1996).
Finally, our results are consistent with neuroscientific and endocrinological models positing underlying processes related to the way the brain’s attention (or lack of attention) to environmental stressors might activate (or deactivate) the autonomic nervous system (Baker et al. 2003; Griffin et al. 1997; Lamius et al. 2002; Medford et al. 2005; Raz 2005; Raz and Shapiro 2002; Sapolsky 1996; Sierra and  Berrios 2004; Simeon et al. 2000, 2001, 2003, 2004; Tsai et al. 1999; Williams et al. 2003). That is, WoW play might potentially tap biological systems of relief from stress and trauma involving both endorphins as well as dopamine and the brain’s reward systems. In saying this, we rely on self-reports of stress as proxies for underlying neurological and physiological states, allowing us to relate our research to more universalizing models relating dissociation, the autonomic nervous system, and health. However, future research would be well served, we think, by incorporating more direct ‘biomeasures’ of states of consciousness and stress, for example, in relation to EEG bands or salivary cortisol levels displayed in relationship to particularly absorptive WoW tasks and challenges (for integration of minimally invasive biomeasures in somewhat ‘naturalistic’ research contexts such as these, see for example Travis and Shear 2010 for EEGs and Lindau and McDade 2008 for cortisol).
Conclusion: The Cultural Therapeutics of Dissociation
Combining persistent and immersive virtual realities and landscapes with engaging tasks and challenges related to character creation and advancement, games like WoW lead players to experience the escape from ordinary reality and consciousness characteristic of dissociation. Easily accessible and popular as it is, the lands of Azeroth thus provided us an ideal context to examine the health dynamics related to so-called ‘normal’ or ‘normative’ dissociation in naturalistic contexts. Examining these dynamics, we have found that psychological absorption cum dissociation, or what is sometimes referred to by media and communications scholars as ‘immersion,’ is associated with both positive and negative mental wellness outcomes in this gaming context. Both qualitative and quantitative forms of analysis show that some players are able to use game absorption and dissociation therapeutically, with those dissociating deeply reporting that such experiences enhance their perception that WoW contributes to their happiness and life satisfaction. Other players dissociate too deeply into WoW to the point that they lose control of their game-play and are no longer able to effectively extricate themselves when they wish. These latter players experience the distressing symptoms of WoW addiction. 
Our research thus leads us to see power, and potential danger, in absorptive and dissociative activity characteristic of the game of WoW. Overall, we do not believe it is possible to say that absorptive or dissociative WoW experiences are necessarily healthy or unhealthy. Even WoW addiction, we believe, should be considered too much of a good thing rather than simply a bad thing. Because WoW is so pleasurable, it can in certain circumstances be used to excess. Certain vulnerable players, we find, need and use WoW too much. Too much flow, it seems, can be dangerously addictive for these individuals. But this should not blind us to the fact that many forms of absorptive WoW play are not only completely healthy, but indeed contribute to gamers living lives they judge worth living, relieving stresses in their lives and promoting healthy forms of stimulation, arousal, and even euphoria. 
Of note, both psychological and anthropological research into dissociation has been largely informed by qualitative data, individual psychiatric case studies in the case of psychology and ethnographic portraits of culturally-mediated trance and spiritual states of consciousness in the case of anthropology. Necessarily, such studies have remained largely descriptive, providing nuanced and complex portraits of often relatively small samples of dissociative experience. These studies have provided the theory and logic that grounds our own study, pointing to logical and plausible stress pathways that might connect dissociation with particular health outcomes. However, we believed they can be usefully complemented by studies such as ours using a mix of quantitative and qualitative methods. The use of a research survey, in the way it allowed us to sample a moderately large number of respondents, helped us to model with statistical precision relationships between dissociative states, stress, and wellness in these gaming contexts. In turn, interviews, and indeed our own play experiences, have lent sense and meaning to the experiences and processes behind the numbers provided by our survey. Overall, we believe that grounded empirical studies such as our own, in which scholars are forced to make sense of data from various sources and indeed from diverse disciplines, will ultimately push forward our understandings of the surely complex health mechanisms and processes associated with WoW and other ‘technologies of absorption.’ 
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----. IAT (Internet addiction test). Accessed Nov. 9th, 2009 through: http://www.netaddiction.com/ (​http:​/​​/​www.netaddiction.com​/​​)









Is currently a student	45.1%	
Unemployed (1/0)	25.7%	
Age	26.9	8.37
In married/committed relationship 	52.5%	
Income over $30,000	50.6%	
Completed college	42.3%	
Plays WoW 20+ hours/week	62.1%	







Table 2. Selected Dissociation Scale Items, Percent Distribution.
	 Always (5)	Often (4)	Sometimes (3)	Rarely (2) 	Never (1)
Lose awareness of real world while playing.	 8.3	  21.3	  36.4	  23.7	  10.3 
Lose track of time passage while playing	 15.0	  24.1	  25.7	  17.8	  17.4
Events in WoW feel like they are really happening.	 4.0	   9.9	   8.7	  17.1	  60.3
Events in WoW more vivid/memorable than real world.	5.6	   9.1	  11.9	  27.4	  46.0





Table 3. Self-Reported Subjective Outcomes of  Playing WoW, Percent Distribution.
Variable	Strongly Agree (5)	Agree(4)	Neutral(3)	Disagree(2)	Strongly Disagree(1)
WoW increases my happiness	 9.1	  35.6	  32.8	  12.6	   9.9
WoW increases my stress	   9.5	  19.4	  19.4	  32.4	  19.4 
Feel addicted to WoW	 18.6	  27.3	  20.2	  18.2	  15.8
WoW helps me relax	 17.8	  45.8	  22.1	  11.9	   2.4 





Table 4. Selected Addiction Scale Items, Percent Distribution.
	 Always (5)	Often (4)	Sometimes (3)	Rarely (2) 	Never (1)
Others complain about amount of time playing.	 8.3	  16.2	  30.0	  22.1	  23.3
Block disturbing thoughts about life with positive WoW thoughts.	9.5	  16.2	  20.6	  47.4	   0.4
Job performance or productivity suffers due to WoW.	8.7	  17.4	  30.4	  38.3	   0.4






Table 5. Ordinal Logistic Regression Models for each WoW Subjective Outcome in Relation to Dissociation Scale and Control Variables.




Student (yes = 1)	1.27			0.74	
	(0.32)			(0.20)	
Unemployed (yes = 1)	0.76			1.56	1.25
	(0.23)			(0.50)	(0.38)
Age (over 27 = 1)		0.53*	2.02**		
		(0.14)	(0.53)		
Relation status (Married/committed =1)		0.77			
		(0.19)			








1 Scale is standardized on observed mean/standard deviation.	





Table 6. Ordinal Logistic Regression Models for Subjective Well-Being Outcomes, in Relation to Dissociation, “WoW Helps me Relax,”  “WoW Increases my Stress” and Control Variables.
	Odds Ratio (SE)
	Increases My Happiness	WoW increases my life satisfaction	Feeling Addicted to WoW
Gender (Female =1)	1.37	1.16	
	(0.42)	(0.35)	
Student (yes = 1)	1.44		0.70
	(0.37)		(0.19)
Unemployed (yes = 1)	0.69	1.52	1.45
	(0.22)	(0.46)	(0.47)















			1 Scale is standardized on observed mean/standard deviation.	




Table 7. OLS Models for WoW Addiction Experiences Scale Score, in relation to Dissociation, “WoW Increases my Stress” and Control Variables.
Variables	b(SE)
Unemployed (yes = 1)	1.22
	(1.59)
Relation status (Married/committed =1)	-2.24
	(1.38)













					*** p<0.001, ** p<0.01, * p<0.05
					1 Scale is standardized on observed mean/standard deviation.

   

Appendix A
WoW Dissociation Scale (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.90)
1. I can become so absorbed in the game of WoW that I am unaware of other events happening around me.
2. I find that I can sit in game, doing and thinking of nothing, and am not aware of the passage of time.
3. When I’m playing WoW, and someone in the real world is talking to me, I find that I do not remember all or part of what was said.
4. I find that I am able to ignore discomfort from ignoring bodily needs such as needing to use the bathroom, eat food, sleep or hygiene while playing the game.
5. I find that when I am playing the game that I talk out loud to myself. 
6. I find that I bring elements of the game into my real world experiences.
7. I find that I can become so involved in the game of WoW that it feels like it is really happening to me.
8. I find that events in WoW are more vivid or memorable than events in my real life. 
9. I have the experience of remembering a past event (raid, quest, etc) so vividly that I feel like I am reliving the event. 
10. I find that I act so differently in game compared to how I act in real life, so much so that I feel as if I am two different people.
11. I feel like I am my character.
12. I can confuse my own name with that of my characters.
13. I have the experience of not being sure if conversations or experiences happened in game or in real life.
14. I can feel as if I am looking at the real world as though I were in game. 

Scale 2: WoW Addiction Scale (Cronbach’s Alpha = 0.94)

1. How often do you neglect household chores to spend more time WoW?
2. How often do you prefer the excitement of WoW to intimacy with your partner?
3. How often do you form new relationships with fellow WoW users?   
4. How often do others in your life complain to you about the amount of time you spend on WoW?
5. How often do your grades or school work suffer because of the amount of time you spend on WoW?
6. How often do you regret the amount of time you spend on WoW?
7. How often does your job performance or productivity suffer because of WoW?
8. How often do you become defensive or secretive when anyone asks you about WoW?
9. How often do you block out disturbing thoughts about your life with positive thoughts related to WoW?             
10. How often do you find yourself anticipating when you will go on WoW again?    
11. How often do you fear that life without WoW would be boring, empty, and joyless?
12. How often do you snap, yell, or act annoyed if someone bothers you while you are playing WoW?
13. How often do you lose sleep due to late-night WoW playing?       
14. How often do you feel preoccupied with WoW when off-line, or fantasize about being on WoW?   
15. How often do you find yourself saying “just a few more minutes” when on WoW?  
16. How often do you try to cut down the amount of time you spend on WoW and fail?
17. How often do you try to hide how long you are on WoW?
18. How often do you choose to spend more time on WoW over going out with others?  








^1	  In World of Warcraft, ‘Azeroth’ refers to one of the three continents of the Eastern Kingdoms. It also sometimes refers generally to the planet as a whole on which this continent is found, as well as to the world as a whole that includes both Azeroth the planet and other planets like Outland. 
^2	  In fact, Butler (2006) terms commonly experienced forms of normal dissociation in naturalistic settings ‘normative.’ Although the kind of dissociation of interest here is like that described by Butler, we prefer and use the phrase ‘normal dissociation’ to avoid connoting that these experiences are normatively expected or required in some setting.
^3	  As Lynn (2005:20) analogizes the situation, “Think of an office space comprising cubicles separated by partitions that can be moved around in a variety of configurations, interspersed with several dedicated offices that have more permanent walls. Information flows over, around, and through these separators, with various degrees of ease. The partitions can be unconsciously moved to divert or block streams of information.”
^4	  Choices related to race and class determine to a large extent a character’s attributes like intelligence, stamina, and agility, as well as a player’s style of play and strategy. For example, warriors make good defensive ‘tanks,’ who effectively absorb damage; mages can unleash large amounts of offensive damage; priests make good healers and thus effective support characters. 
^5	  In the interest of keeping down the number and complexity of control variables, we dichotomized the education variable (college education or more versus anything less), and the age variable (over 27 years versus younger). Both of these cut-points are approximately at the median. Although using age as a continuous variable would have been possible, we had no reason to suspect a linear relation, so simply entering age, for example, as a linear predictor seemed unwarranted.
^6	 For the reader unfamiliar with ordinal logistic regression: Like an ordinary least squares linear regression model, this analysis involves using an equation to produce a predictive model for an outcome variable. However, a special approach is taken that does not assume the outcome is measured as a continuous variable, and treats it strictly as an ordinal variable. The particular model fitted is used to describe how the various explanatory variables are related the odds that a respondent scores in category 2 or above as opposed to 1, category 3 or above as opposed to anything lower, category 4 or above as opposed to anything lower, and so forth  With this approach, there is no need to assume anything about the relative closeness of different scores in these categories. There is a simplifying assumption, though, that whatever relations each explanatory variable has to the outcome is the same across all category splits, 1 vs. 2,3,4, 5;  1,2 vs. 3,4,5. Thus, the coefficients we have reported here, for example in Table 2, show how a one unit change in an explanatory variable is predicted to multiplicatively increase the odds of being in the higher versus lower location of any category split. Odds ratios greater than one, thus show positive relationships between a explanatory variable and the outcome, while those less than one indicate a negative association. For more detail on ordinal regression models, see e.g. Long 1997.
^7	  Indeed, dissociation is so strongly associated with addiction (R=.72), it almost seems on the surface that it measures the same psychological tendencies. However, Appendix A demonstrates that these two scales, and thus these two measures, are in fact quite distinct.
^8	  For each outcome, we present a final regression model in Table 6, having started with a base model for each containing the demographic control variables (as chosen for that outcome) and the dissociation scale, and added the relaxation/stress reduction variable, the increases stress variable, and terms for the interactive effects of those variables with dissociation in relation to the outcome. The final model for each outcome includes those variables that improved fit as determined by hypothesis tests on the overall model.
^9	  For example, it can be calculated that, at low values of the relaxation variable (e.g., 2 or ‘disagree,’ approximately the 10th percentile), the odds ratio for a one standard deviation increase in dissociation is approximately 1.0, no relationship at all, but at higher values of the relaxation variable (e.g., 4 or ‘agree,’ the mode and approximate median), the predicted odds ratio for dissociation is 1.7. Regarding the relaxation variable, the interaction is such that a respondent who was one standard deviation below the mean in dissociation (a score of -1.0), would have an odds ratio of 1.9, but for a respondent at one standard deviation above the mean on dissociation would, the same odds ratio would be 3.4.
^10	  At low values (2) of relaxation, the predicted odds ratio from dissociation to life satisfaction is 0.90, a slight negative relationship, while for a more typical higher value (4) of relaxation, the odds ratio was 1.7. The odds ratio for relaxation’s relation to life satisfaction, though interactive with dissociation, is consistently positive, ranging from 2.0 when dissociation = -1 (one standard deviation below the mean), up to 3.9 for dissociation = +1.
^11	  The issue is slightly more complicated, and the pleasures of WoW stress emerge from the fact that monsters seem simultaneously real and fantasy. On some level, even when the monsters temporarily feel real, players know that WoW is after all only a game, fantasy and not real. Players surrender some degree of control over the game’s fantasy dangers in order to be stimulated, but it is easy to snap back into a view of WoW as “only a game.”
^12	  It is not clear to us why WoW being judged to be relaxing, rather than positive WoW stress, is revealed by our survey to be more clearly implicated in ‘interactions’ connecting dissociation with positive mental wellness outcomes like happiness and life satisfaction. Our observations, interviews, and own experiences reveal the importance of both relaxation and positive stress in such interactions.
^13	  We also cannot entirely explain why the perception that WoW is stressful, which we read as ‘positive’ stress, rather than relaxation, is most clearly implicated in our statistical models related to dissociation and WoW addiction. Again, our interviews belie in part such an observation, pointing to how gamers might become ‘addicted’ so to speak to relaxing states themselves.
